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**SUBJECT:** DAILY SITREP 280600B JUNE TO 281800B JUNE 94.

**NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THE COVER:** 5

**DIRECT**

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 280600G: JUNE 94 TO 281300G: JUNE 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. THE GENERAL SITUATION WAS RELATIVELY CALM. SPORADIC EXCHANGES OF ARTY/MORTAR, RPG AND SAS FIRE CONTINUED IN VARIOUS PLACES IN KIGALI. THE RPF CONTINUED TO ISOLATE RPG POSITIONS IN KYCHERU, VILLAGE URUGWIRO, KIMIHURURA, NYAMIRAMBO AND THE CITY CENTER. NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF BOTH MARRING PARTIES. THE KIGALI MILITIA AND INTERHAMWE ACTIVITIES ARE STILL ON THE INCREASE IN RGF AREAS. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE SITUATION IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE COUNTRY. THE FRENCH ARE REPORTED TO HAVE CARRIED OUT A RECONNAISSANCE MISSION IN GIKONDORI, ABOUT 100 KMS EAST OF CYANGUGU WHICH IS SOME 20 KMS SHORT OF THE FRONT LINE. THEY ARE REPORTED TO HAVE CARRIED OUT THE EVACUATION OF SOME NUNS WHO HAD BEEN TRAPPED IN KIBUYE. THEIR DEPLOYMENT IN WESTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY CONTINUES. 45 PATIENTS WERE EVACUATED DURING THE DAY FROM THE RED CROSS HOSPITAL TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL. THE GHANAIAN MILITARY DELEGATION TEAM RECEIVED BRIEFINGS FROM THE FC, STAFF AND FROM THE BATTALION. THE FC DEPARTED THIS MORNING FOR NAIROBI VIA ENTBEBE. THE EXERCISE ON THE TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PERSONS REMAINED SUSPENDED DUE TO THE SECURITY REASONS. ONE JOURNALIST NAMED RICARDO MAMALI FROM ASSOCIATED PRESS WAS SHOT IN THE LEG WHILE STANDING ON THE BALCONY OF HOTEL MERIDIAN THIS AFTERNOON. HE WAS IMMEDIATELY EVACUATED TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL FOR TREATMENT AND IS IN A STABLE CONDITION. EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO EVACUATE HIM TO NAIROBI TOMORROW.


3. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. RPF. RPF CONTINUED THEIR PRESSURE ON RGF POCKETS OF RESISTANCE IN KYCHERU, GIKONDORI, URUGWIRO VILLAGE, NYAMIRAMBO AND THE CITY CENTER WITH ARTY/MORTAR, RPG AND SAS FIRE. NO MAJOR CHANGES IN DISPOSITIONS HAVE BEEN
REPORTED INFORMATION INDICATE THAT THE RPF IS BUILDING UP MEN AND EQUIPMENT IN KUMBA AND OTHER PARTS OF THE NORTH TO COUNTER ANY FRENCH ASSAULT. THE INFORMATION ALSO REVEALED THAT THE RPF WILL NOT GO FOR ANY DIRECT CONFRONTATION WITH THE FRENCH BUT WILL CARRY OUT GUERRILLA ACTIVITIES AGAINST THEM THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. BETWEEN 25 AND 26 JUNE, RPF SENIOR MILITARY LEADERS HELD A MEETING IN KIGALI AND STATED THAT IF THE UN SUPPORTS THE FRENCH INTERVENTION IN THE ENTIRE COUNTRY, THERE WILL BE REPRISALS AGAINST UNAMIR PERSONNEL IN RPF CONTROLLED AREAS.

B. RGF. RGF CONTINUED TO FIGHT BACK FROM THEIR POSITIONS WITH MORTARS, HMG AND SAG FIRE. MILITIA ARE FIGHTING SIDE BY SIDE WITH GOVERNMENT FORCES. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THEIR DISPOSITIONS IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH. IN THE WEST THEY CONTINUE TO ASSIST FRENCH TROOPS.

C. MILITIA. MILITIA AND INTERHAMWE ACTIVITIES ARE STILL ON THE INCREASE. CONTINUED TO CONTROL ROAD BLOCKS AND CHECKPOINTS IN RGF AREAS. THEY ARE REPORTED TO BE CHANGING THEIR ATTITUDE TO THE FRENCH IN AREAS IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. FORCE HQ. NORMAL ROUTINE STAFF WORK WAS CONDUCTED DURING THE PERIOD. PC BRIEFED THE GHANAIN DELEGATION ON THE PRESENT AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES OF UNAMIR. HE LATER LEFT FOR NAIROBI. Branch HEADS ALSO BRIEFED THE TEAM LATER IN THE DAY.

B. UNOMUR. AREA OF OPERATIONS REMAINED CALM. CONDUCTED ROUTINE PATROLS. CONTINUED TO COORDINATE MOVEMENT OF PERSONNEL FROM KIGALI TO ENTEBBE. BORDER CROSSING: 30 VEHICLES CROSSED INTO UGANDA FROM RWANDA WITH 150 PASSENGERS AND 82 REFUGEES. 35 VEHICLES CROSSED INTO RWANDA FROM UGANDA WITH 673 PASSENGERS OUT OF WHICH 592 WERE REFUGEES. 32 VEHICLES OF VARIOUS HUMANITARIAN AGENCIES ENTERED RWANDA FROM UGANDA WITH VARIOUS HUMANITARIAN RELIEF ITEMS FOR DISTRIBUTION IN RPF CONTROLLED AREAS. THREE HELICOPTERS ARE PRESENTLY OPERATIONAL.

C. GHANATT. PROVIDED SECURITY AT KIA, AMOHORO STADIUM AND FORCE HQ. PROTECTION AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE WAS ALSO GIVEN TO DISPLACED PERSONS LOCATED AT THE KIA AND THE STADIUM. THE GHANAIN MILITARY DELEGATION PAID A WORKING VISIT TO THE GHANAIN TROOPS LOCATED AT KIA. THEY ALSO HELD A DURBAR WITH THE TROOPS AT KIA. THE BATTALION MEDICAL OFFICER TREATED 50 DISPLACED PEOPLE.

D. TUN. PA. PROVIDED SECURITY AT KING FAISAL HOSPITAL AND HOTEL MERIDIEN. ALSO PROVIDED HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACED PEOPLE AT HOTEL MERIDIEN AND KING FAISAL HOSPITAL.
E. **MILOB.** CONTINUED TO PROVIDE ESCORT AND MONITORING TEAMS AS FOLLOWS:

(1) MILOBS ESCORTED MSF PERSONNEL TO REFUGEE CAMPS WITHIN KIGALI. THEY ALSO ESCORTED THE ICRC TO EVACUATE CASUALTIES FROM RED CROSS HOSPITAL TO THE KING FAISAL HOSPITAL.

(2) MILOBS CARRIED OUT ESCORT DUTIES TO AND FROM KAGITUMBA DURING THE PERIOD. THEY ESCORTED APCs, PERSONNEL AND LOGISTICS CONVOY FROM KAGITUMBA TO KIGALI.

5. **UNCIVPOL.** ALL ARE IN NAIROBI AT THE MOMENT.

6. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.** TRANSFER OF DISPLACED PERSONS REMAINED SUSPENDED DUE TO INSECURITY. THE FOLLOWING HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES WERE UNDERTAKEN TODAY:

A. AN TEAM DELIVERED 2500 KGs OF UNAMIX FROM WFP TO ICRC HOSPITAL. THEY ALSO DELIVERED 1568 KG HEMP (MILK POWDER), 250 KG MAIZE FLOUR, 1000 KG UNAMIX, 1200 KG HEB, ONE HEALTH KIT, 150 JERRYCANS, 500 BARS OF SOAP AND ONE BOX OF ORS TO THE Nadera Camp.

B. ICRC TRANSFERRED 45 PATIENTS FROM ICRC TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL UNDER UNAMIR PROTECTION.

7. **CIVIL AFFAIRS.** NTR.

8. **LOGISTICS.** THE FORCE RESERVE STOCK LEVEL IS AS UNDER:

A. RATION - 20 DAYS. (EXCLUDING 6 DAYS RATIONS WITH THE UNITS)

B. WATER - 20 DAYS. (EXCLUDING 6 DAYS WATER WITH THE UNITS)

C. FUEL - 17,676 LTRS.

9. **MISC.**

A. FORCE LEVEL - 473.

B. SICK REPORT - 10 (7 MALARIA CASES).

C. UNAMIR CIVILIANS - 12

D. UN AGENCIES - 10
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL NR</th>
<th>DTG</th>
<th>OCCURRENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>280830</td>
<td>MEETING WITH RPF COMD BY DFC CANNOT BE HELD TODAY BECAUSE THE RPF COMD IS NOT AVAILABLE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>280920</td>
<td>CLEARANCE FOR THE VEH WHICH BROUGHT THE STORES IS NOW READY. THE VEH CAN GO WITH FC's CONVOY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>280948</td>
<td>CLEARANCE HAS BEEN GIVEN FOR THE EVACUATION OF THE WOUNDED FROM RED CROSS HOSPITAL TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL BETWEEN 1000 HRS AND 1110 HRS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>280930</td>
<td>1ST CONVOY DEPARTED FOR KAGITUMBA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>281000</td>
<td>FC's CONVOY DEPARTED FOR KAGITUMBA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>281500</td>
<td>MILOS ESCORT AND THE PRESS WERE DENIED ENTRY TO SAINTE FAMILLE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>281650</td>
<td>ONE JOURNALIST HAS BEEN SHOT AT MERIDIEN HOTEL. HE WAS SHOT IN THE THIGH AND HAS BEEN EVACUATED TO KING FAISAL HOSPITAL. HIS NAME IS RICARDO MASALANI FROM &quot;ASSOCIATED PRESS&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>281730</td>
<td>A PHONE CALL FROM NY WAS MADE TO GET THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE WOUNDED JOURNALIST.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>